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       HELSINKI UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY
       SYSTEMS ANALYSIS LABORATORY

 MANAGEMENT SCIENCE
MCDA ASSIGNMENTS


1

ASSIGNMENT 2 – Individual part					Date:

Report on 
_____ selection problem


	Instructions
q	This paper complements the Assignment2 – group part. Each group member must complete the paper individually. 

q	Fill in your name, date and student identification number. 
q	Before every section detailed instructions are given. Read the instruction carefully and write brief answers in the answer sheets. If you are not familiar with the topics, read the suggested sections from the MCDA web site. 
q	In this assignment the use of the Web-HIPRE software is required. Create a new user account in the Web-HIPRE server or save your model on the account used in the group model.
q	To copy a picture from Web-HIPRE, press Alt - Prt Sc and paste the figure into the document. To ensure a small file size, in Word select Tools-Options-Save and disable Fast saves. 
q	Web-HIPRE is available at the web site http://www.hipre.hut.fi. To create a new user account, click register and follow the instructions.


Name:
Student number:
Department:
Email:
Group Number:

Web-HIPRE
User name:
Password:
File name:
	
Hierarchical modelling of objectives
q	Based on the objectives generated in the group part, use Web-HIPRE to create a hierarchical model of the objectives.  

q	Check the set of objectives for redundancy.
q	Include only essential objectives into the hierarchy. 
q	The hierarchy should be minimal.
q	You may also create new objectives.
q	Include also decision alternatives into the model. (They must be the same as in the group model.)
q	Write a brief description of the objectives not presented in the group part if such objectives are included in the hierarchy.
q	Paste the objectives hierarchy into the answer section below. 
q	See the ”Hierarchical modelling of objectives” section at the MCDA web site.

------------------------ ADD YOUR ANSWER BELOW THIS LINE -----------------------------------------
	
Specify the attributes
q	Specify the attributes, their ranges and units in the attribute table below.

q	In the case of constructed attributes, describe carefully the different levels.
q	Fill in the consequence matrix (ratings dialog) in your Web-HIPRE model.
q	Specify the value measurement techniques that will be used to estimate the preferences for different outcomes of the attributes. (You may fill in the last column in pursuance of the preference elicitation also.)
q	See the  “Specification of the attributes” section at the MCDA web site.

------------------------ ADD YOUR ANSWER BELOW THIS LINE -----------------------------------------

Attribute
Unit (level)
Range (description)
Method

























































	

Preference elicitation
q	Define attribute scores and objectives weights in the Web-HIPRE model. 

q	Paste the composite priorities window into the answer section below and analyse the results.
q	What is the main factor affecting the results?
q	Is the result in line with your expectations before the analysis?
q	See also the “Preference elicitation” section at the MCDA web site.

------------------------ ADD YOUR ANSWER BELOW THIS LINE -----------------------------------------
Add text here

	
Sensitivity analysis
q	In the Web-HIPRE select Sensitivity Analysis.

q	Paste the relevant figures in the answer section and analyse.
q	Is the model sensitive to changes in objectives’ weights? 
q	Do you think that there is a need to refine the preference statements?
q	See the “Sensitivity analysis” section at the MCDA web site.

------------------------ ADD YOUR ANSWER BELOW THIS LINE -----------------------------------------
Add text here
	
Comments
q	Write a brief conclusion about the analysis. 

q	In this section you may also write personal comments concerning the group work or the assignment in general.
q	How was your teamwork?
q	Did you find the group discussions fruitful or not? 
q	How did you manage with your individual part?
q	Were the instructions clear enough?
q	Did you find enough information to complete the tasks? 
q	Did you like the way the theoretical aspects were presented?
q	Etc.

------------------------ ADD YOUR ANSWER BELOW THIS LINE -----------------------------------------
Add text here




	


